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FoxTrot distills popular culture through the lens of everyday family life--offering a deft and humorous

critique on society&#39;s latest comings and goings.Â  You might belong in the Fox family if you . . .

dress up in a Batman costume . . . model a scarecrow after your sister . . . bake cookies to bribe

your teachers . . . spend all day playing videogames . . . buy a cart load of junk food when your wife

is out of town . . . eat all the candy out of your kidsâ€™ Easter baskets Â  See what Roger, Andy,

Peter, Paige, and Jason Fox have been up to in this new FoxTrot collection. Nerdy videogames?

Check. Clueless dad? Check. Sister hogging the bathroom mirror? Check. Â  With a refreshing

blend of humor and truth, FoxTrot reminds us that while a family might seem normal on the outside,

there could be a perpetually hungry pet iguana on the inside. 2007 Reuben winner Bill Amend

delivers the hilarious, the cool, and the hilariously uncool, all wrapped up in Some Clever Title, the

42ndFoxTrot book.
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I'll make no Amend to the statement that "I Love Foxtrot 110%"!Bill Amend always makes me smile

in my mouth ... and my heart. Foxtrot is one of the best comic strips of all times. And the writing is

unpredictable and will keep you off balance like when you drink too many gimlets.I've been a Bill

Amend fan since before it was cool and I know that many people would point at me and laugh and

say "Bill Amend is laughable" and To which I would give the sly retort, "that's the point, ya bozos!"

And they would totally be burned and say "you're right, Senor G., can we buy you a Diet Orange



Sprite?" And I would accept becuase Foxtrot is about bringing people together.

classic FoxTrot, worth getting if you like this comic. To bad this comic is no longer a daily one, that

makes waiting for these collections seem like forever, but without fail i will buy everyone of them that

comes out.

A fan of FoxTrot, I was glad to find I didn't have this particular book. This is another great book filled

with those FoxTrot comics that make me laugh. I am sorry that FoxTrot is not being written any

more.

A little let down......I have every paperback collection of Foxtrot, and I was quick to run out and buy

this book, too. But I hate to say that I was a little disappointed. Foxtrot has always been my escape,

but the latest collection featured jokes that were too long, and a lot of repetition from the old

cartoons. It was almost like j e you had to read, and read, and read until you got to the punchline. I

miss the simple innocence of Mr. Amend's earlier works. But I will remain diehard fan till the end. I'll

just keep reading the older books for kicks. I still laugh even after reading the books 10 times over.

Great as always. It's all color strips from his Sunday publishing. If you're a fan of other FoxTrot

collections, add this one to your library!

I love FoxTrot. I have loved FoxTrot for many years. Its geeky and nerdy and pop culture and funny.

Its my favorite comic strip, so I was looking forward to this new collection. While this had the same

things I love about FoxTrot, I don't care for this collection as much. A couple of the comics are not

appropriate for children (particularly the ones featuring an actual photo of a bikini model and the one

where beef jerky is fashioned into beef twerky) which was disappointing. Beyond that, though, this

collection only features the Sunday strips. Now the full color strips are great, but there are no story

arcs. Its just a collection of funny, punny, independent strips. One of my favorite things about

FoxTrot are those little collections of hilarity, so I was sad for those not to be included here.3

starsThis review originally appeared at Sophie's Mindset (a blogspot blog) as part of the Reading

Challenge 2016.

Bill Amend is dependably talented, and he is at the top of his form with this collection. Whenever life

smacks me around like a shuttlecock, I can always find solace in Fox Trot.



Long time fan of the FoxTrot series (I have all the books, some in the anthology versions), but this is

one of my least favorite collections :( Sorry Bill Amend!
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